Welcome, Mr. Facilitator!
The Track II Community Endorses Ambassador Jaakko Laajava

Bernd W. Kubbig, Roberta Mulas, and Christian Weidlich

The 2010 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) proposed a regional gathering to be held in 2012 on the establishment of a weapons of mass destruction (WMD) free zone in the Middle East including their delivery vehicles (DVs). In order to prepare this important Middle East Conference (MEC), the NPT’s Plan of Action for the Middle East provided for the appointment of a facilitator by the UN Secretary General and the co-sponsors of the 1995 Resolution on the Middle East in consultation with the regional states. The Facilitator is endowed “with a mandate to support [the] implementation of the 1995 Resolution by conducting consultations with the States of the region in that regard and undertaking preparations for the convening of the 2012 Conference." Furthermore, the Facilitator is to assist in the implementation of follow-on steps agreed at the Middle East Conference by the participating states. His mandate also includes reporting to the 2015 NPT Review Conference and its Preparatory Committee meetings.

Habemus Facilitator!

After the 2010 NPT decision to convene the MEC in 2012, the selection of a facilitator and host country was hampered by disagreement among the depository states, Middle Eastern countries, and the United Nations Secretariat. Three states offered their services to facilitate the MEC: Canada, Finland, and the Netherlands. According to officials, the Arab states did not support Canada and there were reservations about the Netherlands due to its NATO membership. Then on October 14, 2011, the United Nations News Center published a short note, stating that the UN Secretary General and the governments of Russia, the UK, and the U.S. are “pleased to announce the appointment of Jaakko Laajava, Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland, as facilitator and the designation of Finland as the host Government for the 2012 Conference on the establishment of a Middle East zone free of nuclear weapons and all other weapons of mass destruction.” Ambassador Laajava, the former Finnish Ambassador to the United States (1996-2001) and the United Kingdom (2005-2010), himself believed that the choice was influenced by a little bit of canny diplomacy, by Finland’s strong track-record as a mediator and peace broker, and by the country’s consistent support for the NPT.

The Major Challenges and Opportunities to the MEC and the Facilitator

We support Ambassador Laajava in creating the political environment in which the MEC can take place, be successful, and offer sustainable results. The Facilitator and all other actors concerned with the Middle East Conference will have to deal with a variety of challenges (see Box No. 1).

A Middle East free of all WMD and DVs would improve the mutual security of all states thereby reducing the regional security dilemma. At present this might not be recognized by all regional players, some of which believe that increasing their military
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Within the Academic Peace Orchestra Middle East, experts from the Middle East and beyond have explicitly discussed various questions regarding the role and tasks of the Finnish Facilitator of the 2012 Middle East Conference envisaged by the international community. In this Policy Brief we express the expectations, hopes, concerns, and recommendations of the assembled experts to Ambassador Jaakko Laajava and his team. We all join in supporting him in his efforts to create the political will to make the Middle East Conference happen, successful, and sustainable. The Facilitator will have to deal with a variety of challenges and opportunities. To these we propose some options and recommendations. In general, we encourage the Facilitator to take an active and impartial role during the process that we hope will lead to the establishment of a WMD/DVs Free Zone in the Middle East.
Box No. 1: A Checklist for Ambassador Jaakko Laajava and His Team

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges/Opportunities</th>
<th>Proposed Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overcoming the “specifically pronounced” security dilemma</td>
<td>• The Cooperative Security Concept,” with its normative, analytical, procedural, and organizational elements, is a viable framework for a strategy to increase each state’s security by reducing and finally overcoming the regional security dilemma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-escalating regional tensions</td>
<td>• The MEC could be used as the forum for direct dialogue and for building confidence as part of a broader regional peace strategy: states that talk don’t shoot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolving the traditionally unfruitful juxtaposition of “Nuclear Disarmament First!” vs. “Regional Peace First!”</td>
<td>• Arms build-ups are a multi-causal phenomenon in which conflict formations are the most important factor. At the same time, arms control plays a relevant role in lowering tensions, increasing stability, and thereby decreasing the likelihood of war. • Rather than discussing which must come first, it is important to notice that peace and disarmament are mutually reinforcing and share a common goal: enhanced security for all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making the Middle East Conference happen</td>
<td>• Creating a WMD Free Zone is an initiative that originated in the Middle East. It is not a goal in itself, but a specific tool for increasing security that should be taken seriously. • Inclusiveness is vital. The participation of all states could be fostered by the fact that any results need to be ‘freely arrived at’. Crucial countries are likely to join the MEC only if it is compatible with their security interests and hence if they have something to gain from it. • The more comprehensive WMD/DVs approach of dealing with all categories ‘en bloc’ will certainly mitigate the fear to be singled out during the MEC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining the reasons why countries in the Middle East want to acquire WMD/DVs</td>
<td>• This analysis is a precondition for identifying possible stumbling blocks for embarking on a gradual path on a WMD/DVs Free Zone in the Middle East.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tackling WMD and their DVs at the Middle East Conference as criteria for success</td>
<td>• We propose to graduately cope with WMD/DVs by taking advantage of the possible trade-offs not only among nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons, but also between them and delivery vehicles: • WMD/DVs must be positioned in the overall asymmetrical military situation. • WMD/DVs should not be debated as ‘objective’ data reflecting different military capabilities, but as concerns related to specific alliances, nations, and (threat) perceptions associated with specific capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra- and inter-regional learning</td>
<td>• Although no single past experience can provide a framework for establishing a regional WMD/DVs Free Zone, much could be learned from efforts at reducing tensions and/or weapons in the Middle East as well as in other regions by drawing upon lessons • from the arms control-related achievements and failures in the Middle East, especially the Arms Control and Regional Security (ACRS) talks (intra-regional learning); and • from the experiences of nuclear weapon free zones, regional verification mechanisms, and the record of Cold War-era agreements (inter-regional learning).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedding the MEC in the ‘Arab Spring’ and new developments in the Middle East</td>
<td>• New domestic developments can impact on the Middle East Conference directly and indirectly, for good and for ill. While the emergence of new actors might create new barriers for arms control, we suggest focusing not only on well-known regional problems, but also on (potentially) positive developments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making the MEC sustainable</td>
<td>• It is vital to design the MEC as a process and to provide adequate mechanisms for verifying the incremental arms reduction measures and the zone itself. One could learn from existing verification arrangements in other regions. • It is imperative to foster arms control institutions in the Middle East such as Regional Security Centers. They could be implemented within a couple of years, with an emphasis on conflict prevention, mediation, and arms control/reduction concepts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Slightly adapted from POLICY BRIEF No. 1 by Bernd W. Kubbig, Christian Weidlich, and Roberta Mulas.
improve the chances of success for the Facilitator and the Conference.

**Facilitating Negotiations: Characteristics and Tasks**

Recent literature on facilitation can illuminate the role Ambassador Laajava might play in the Middle East Conference. While the solution to the conflict remains in the hands of the opposing parties, an external actor can nevertheless fulfill important functions. Although facilitation is conceptually close to mediation, the major objective of facilitation is not the achievement of agreement but the beginning of a process of negotiation. Certain aspects of facilitation deserve special attention:

- **Acting as communication channel:** A facilitator is first and foremost a channel of communication to ensure that all actors have access to all necessary information. The facilitator should act as a "conduit of accurate information, aiming to reassure the actors of their long-term, mutual rationality and thus generating virtuous cycles of cooperation."9

- **Arranging interaction and reducing tensions:** If direct talks between the opponents are problematic, a facilitator can step in to help arrange communication and facilitate interaction, but the ultimate goal is to create a milieu that promotes fair negotiation.10 Gaining the trust of all sides needs to go hand in hand with facilitating meetings between the conflicting parties. A facilitator’s relative lack of interests in the conflict constitutes his or her primary strength. Indeed, the facilitator’s credibility, impartiality, and supreme interest in the peaceful resolution of the dispute are helpful in reducing tensions.

- **Exploring interests:** A facilitator can perform a valuable service in opening up new political space before the parties have to make a commitment. By allowing the parties to present their cases, by exploring them in depth, framing and ordering the discussion, and questioning the advantages and disadvantages of different options, a facilitator can guide the parties to consider previously unexplored solutions.11

- **Outlining mutually preferable outcomes:** In addition, a successful facilitator can help the parties break out of entrenched positions and can help estimate the range of mutually preferable outcomes. By broadening shared knowledge, the facilitator can help better define the range of possible agreement among the conflicting parties.12

A facilitator must have good relations with the conflicting sides, without reverting to coercion. That is why it has been said that “small states may be particularly well suited for intervention in disputes between states of unequal power – trustworthy by the weaker state, while being considered non-threatening by the powerful."13 On the basis of our characterization of the tasks of the facilitator, we wish now to endorse the important role of Ambassador Laajava for the MEC by outlining concrete expectations and proposing specific recommendations.

**Expectations and Recommendations from Experts of Crucial States**

Within the Academic Peace Orchestra Middle East experts from the region and beyond have expressly discussed various questions regarding the role and tasks of Ambassador Laajava, the Facilitator of the

---

**Box No. 2: The Background of Ambassador Jaakko Laajava**

The Finnish Under-Secretary of State and Facilitator of the Middle East Conference was born in 1947 in Joensuu, Finland. Ambassador Laajava holds a BA from Stockholm University and an MA from the University of Helsinki. He was also a Fellow at the Center for International Affairs, Harvard University in 1985–86.

**Foreign Service Background**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Position/Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005–2010</td>
<td>Ambassador of Finland to the United Kingdom, London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001–2005</td>
<td>Under-Secretary of State for Political Affairs, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Helsinki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993–1996</td>
<td>Ambassador and Director General for Political Affairs, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Helsinki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Entered Finnish Foreign Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Middle East Conference envisaged by the international community for 2012. We now present the expectations, hopes, concerns, as well as the recommendations of the assembled experts to the Facilitator and his team.

**Initial Steps to Get the Middle East Conference Started**

We all consider that the first crucial task of the Facilitator will be getting to know the concerns of the countries involved at the official and the societal level by traveling extensively in the region and getting acquainted with representatives of major parties. We are aware that since his appointment Ambassador Laajava has been in a ‘listening-mode’. He has already intensively traveled to the Middle East and has visited UN seats and foreign capitals such as New York, Geneva, The Hague, London, and Vienna. We very much welcome the fact that the Facilitator has assembled a professional preparatory team to help him in establishing contacts with Middle Eastern countries and we encourage him in his pursuit of this strategy.

It will be important to continue to consult with all states in the region on substantive and procedural issues in preparation for the Conference, while also involving relevant experts. This ‘shuttle diplomacy’ might lead to agreement on the basic principles and the guidelines for the work of the Conference, which goes beyond venues and dates. If approval from regional states is forthcoming on these procedural matters, participants might be more disposed later to discuss substantial issues at the Conference table. Therefore, we suggest placing strong emphasis on the establishment of bilateral and multilateral networks of communication and dialogue in advance of the convocation of the MEC itself. Hence, the Facilitator should convince the Arab states, Israel, and Iran to embark in a serious and constructive way on a two-step approach: first by indirect and then by direct talks.

In general, we all consider essential that the Facilitator focus his efforts on ensuring maximal inclusiveness since the more states that take part in the MEC process, the greater the chance that win-win possibilities can be created. Each state involved needs to have a venue to express its concerns and perceptions (as well as its view of other parties’ misperceptions) on national and collective security. In any case, agreements will have
to be ‘freely arrived at’. Given this emphasis on self-determination, a consensus on major issues seems to be a key to success for the whole endeavor.

One further challenge for the Facilitator is to convince regional states of their common interest in the establishment of a WMD/DVs Free Zone. We share the view that all Middle Eastern countries will indeed find their security better served by the creation of such a zone.

**Interpretation of the Facilitator’s Mandate and Role**

Ambassador Laajava will have to operate within the mandate of the 2010 NPT Final Document, which however does not provide clear guidelines for action. Thus, we all think that he should interpret this mandate in a flexible way in accord with the possibly changing conditions that present themselves during the process. Maximal inclusiveness requires the Facilitator to be a very careful go-between the parties, always with an eye towards creating solutions that take all perspectives into account. Therefore, the Facilitator should engage in discrete and honest diplomacy without siding with any particular party or imposing his own views.

In the preparatory phase he should talk directly to the regional states and highlight the risks involved if the MEC is not convened. Once the process is under way, he needs to combine flexibility with some form of leadership by focusing and clarifying issues, as well as exposing contradictions. Some of us also argue that he should channel discussion towards making suggestions and reaching prescriptions by assisting parties to discover possible areas of agreement rather than by negotiating on their behalf.

In our view, the most important feature of the Facilitator’s role should be a provider of good offices, although many of us argue that it should not be limited to that. He should be a strong and independent advisor capable of providing an impetus to negotiations when they are in danger of breaking down. By remaining discrete and impartial, the Facilitator would make sure that all parties place their trust in him. This is one of the main challenges in the MEC’s complex multi-party setting. As a result, we recommend that he always seek to maintain some distance from which he can evaluate the overall process.

**Format of the Middle East Conference**

Since the planned gathering is mandated by the 2010 NPT Review Conference, it may seem to require a NPT-related format. However, this institutional setting could lead Israel not to partici-pate because it is the only regional state not party to the NPT. Therefore, most of us agree that the setting should be one that implies urgency but not at the price of alienating any of the parties involved. In fact, the mandate does not rule out convening the MEC in a different setting due both to the Conference’s regional character and the inclusion of armaments that extend beyond nuclear weapons. As a result, most of us prefer an institutional setting in a UN-related context. One could also explore the possibility of reviving a format similar to that of the ACRS talks, while bearing in mind the reasons for their failure.

Clearly a regional WMD/DVs Free Zone will not be achieved in a single meeting. Therefore, most of us argue that the Facilitator should not regard the Conference as a one time event but rather a continuous and sustainable process within an agreed-upon timeframe. It is especially important that, in case the talks stagnate, the parties have the possibility to periodically reconvene. Therefore, some of us propose to regularly meet every year or every six months in order to discuss matters related to regional peace and security as well as the status of a WMD/DVs Free Zone in the Middle East.

**Timing of the Middle East Conference**

We are aware that the preparation of a process such as the MEC requires a considerable amount of time. In fact, we advise that the Conference be held at a time when the necessary preparation, both procedural and substantive, has been undertaken. As a consequence, most of us see the late 2012 as the best timing for the Middle East Conference in accord with the mandate.

From our view, it is advisable that the timing of the MEC does not conflict with other important events or meetings on the international disarmament agenda. Political events, like the presidential election in the United States, or continuing regional uncertainties connected with the ‘Arab Spring’ may also lead to a rescheduling. Since a successful Conference depends upon good preparation, the Finnish
Facilitator and the states involved should avoid convening an ill-prepared gathering just for the sake of having the MEC take place in 2012.

Backup with the Finnish Government

We applaud the appointment of a Finnish Facilitator especially in light of the positive image of Finland throughout the region. It is regarded as a neutral country, a genuine proponent of disarmament, and a state with a positive record in conflict-resolution. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that it is unclear how much influence a Northern European country like Finland can wield over the MEC’s participants. Since Finland is not a traditional player in the Middle East, it is untouched by local conflicts and interests. However, cultural differences may present various barriers. Hence, Ambassador Laajava’s effectiveness depends on his capacity to understand the needs and interests of all parties. Furthermore, we think that the Finnish government’s support for the Facilitator is indispensable to a successful Conference. Having said that, the government needs to avoid the appearance of meddling in the negotiation process so as to preserve the integrity and independence of Ambassador Laajava.

Cooperation with the Co-Sponsors

We acknowledge that the Facilitator is working in close cooperation with all co-sponsors of the 1995 Resolution on the Middle East, i.e. the United States, the United Kingdom, and Russia. Without international support at the highest level, prospects for the success of the Conference would be hampered. At the same time, the Facilitator should not succumb to outside pressure in discharging his duties. Moreover, in the case of a successful establishment of a WMD/DV’s Free Zone in the Middle East, the co-sponsors and the P5 in general have an important role to play in providing negative security assurances (see POLICY BRIEF No. 5 by Roberta Mulas). In general, regional states are fearful that a too close cooperation between Ambassador Laajava and the co-sponsors could unduly determine or direct his facilitation efforts.

Cooperation with International Organizations

The Facilitator will have to draw on the expertise of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, as mandated by the 2010 NPT Review Conference’s Final Document. He might further explore the possibility of involving—in preparatory and supporting roles—international bodies like the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, the Gulf Cooperation Council, the Arab League of Nations, and the European Union. We also advise him to consult with representatives of verification agencies from other regions, such as the Argentine-Brazilian Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials and the European Atomic Energy Community. When the talks become conflictful, focusing on the technical dimensions of a WMD/DVs Free Zone might possibly ease tensions and contribute to the success of both the Facilitator and the Conference.

In the same vein of inter-regional cooperation, the Facilitator could benefit from discussions with representatives of the already established nuclear weapon free zones (treaties of Tlatelolco, Rarotonga, Pelindaba, Bangkok, and Semipalatinsk). Moreover, it might be helpful to examine the merits of already existing confidence-building mechanisms within the region and beyond. Finally, it would be advisable for the Facilitator to cooperate with Ms. Alison Kelly of Ireland, who brokered the 2010 agreement on the Middle East Conference’s mandate.

Cooperation with Track II/Civil Society

We all agree that interactions among the Facilitator and various Track II initiatives are highly welcome; some of us even consider them of vital importance for the success of the Facilitator’s mission. Indeed, information about Track II proceedings and their respective outcomes can give him a more informal perspective on the positions of regional states and an opportunity to reflect on new and creative ideas. In addition, the Facilitator could build on the trust generated by dialogue on the non-governmental level by engaging universities, think-tanks, and public-opinion leaders. Moreover, Ambassador Laajava and his team should also be invited to Track II events. His participation would allow him to reach to influential circles in ways that go beyond the dialogue with official government representatives. All of us also recognize the importance of an active Track II participation at the Conference itself. We ourselves propose to organize side-events for civil society and Track II initiatives.
As important as it is, Track II is only a part of civil society and it would also be advisable for the Facilitator to learn the divergent and convergent viewpoints that exist in each regional state. Mobilizing regional and international public opinion in support of a WMD/DVs Free Zone could help to ensure that the Conference remains a high priority in national capitals around the world. The deeper this perception grows, the greater the prospects for ultimately establishing a regional WMD/DVs Free Zone. We propose that the Facilitator foster outreach activities which could be performed by the Track II experts, such as public conferences, round table discussions on television, radio, or the Internet including the use of social networks. One could imagine producing educational literature designed for the wider public or involving famous intellectuals and artists for communicating the significance of the Conference and its potential benefits.

We all share the common view that the various tracks complement one another. While the most obvious avenue for a breakthrough is direct cooperation between the Facilitator and regional states, other dimensions should not be underestimated. The various cooperative efforts we described between the Facilitator and the co-sponsors, international organizations and Track II/civil society could create an environment that improves the chances for a successful Middle East Conference. A crossover between the tracks is important as valuable information is learned and shared in all directions. One never knows where a breakthrough might come from.

Concrete Proposals for the Facilitator

We have mentioned a list of challenges and opportunities for Ambassador Laajava and his team. We then briefly outlined the role of a facilitator in the relevant literature such as acting as a communication channel, arranging interaction and reducing tensions, exploring interests, and outlining mutually preferable outcomes. Finally, as experts in the field, we have put forward recommendations for the practical steps to be taken within the MEC process.

We all share the opinion that Ambassador Laajava, an experienced diplomat with insights from the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, is uniquely qualified in providing an environment to make the Middle East Conference happen, successful, and sustainable. We also consider him to be in a position to initiate a fresh start in the Middle Eastern security discussion. Dear Ambassador Laajava, we therefore respectfully propose the following concrete recommendations:

- Establish a ‘Support Group’ of Middle Eastern experts as part of your staff. This group, possibly appointed in consultation with the Middle Eastern states, would help spearhead the process of developing a better social, political, and cultural understanding of the parties. This ‘Support Group’ of experts could work out an ‘index’ of the positions of each party. Every country has its own expectations and concerns regarding a process of discussing and negotiating a gradual path with the ultimate objective of dismantling all categories of WMD plus their DVs in the Middle East. The 'Support Group' could help in
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About the Academic Peace Orchestra Middle East (APOME)

The orchestra is the follow-up project of the “Multilateral Study Group (MSG) on the Establishment of a Missile Free Zone in the Middle East”. The Academic Peace Orchestra Middle East is a classical Track II initiative: It consists of some 70 experts – mainly from the Middle East/Gulf, one of the most conflict-ridden areas of the world. The orchestra is meeting regularly in working groups (Chamber Orchestra Units) on specific topics in the context of a workshop cycle from 2011-2014. The main goal of this initiative is to shape the 2012 Middle East Conference on the establishment of a zone free of weapons of mass destruction and their delivery vehicles agreed upon by the international community in May 2010.

For this reason, these experts develop ideas, concepts, and background information in a series of Policy Briefs which are the results of intense discussions within the Chamber Orchestra Units. In this framework, the broader normative Cooperative Security Concept will be further developed, embedded, and institutionalized in the region. At the same time, the orchestra meetings serve as venues for confidence-building among the experts. The networking activities of PRIF’s Project Group are documented by the Atlas on Track II research activities in or about the Middle East/Gulf region.
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